VALUE PROPOSITION
Our Proprietary Framework for Financial Decision Making™
Complex decisions require a consistent framework. Our process, based on The SEE Principle™, drives
decisions based on your Vision of Financial Success™ and the three key elements of Security, Efficiency
& Enjoyment of your wealth.
We Are a Catalyst
The best laid plans are rendered pointless without action. We strive to be proactive in identifying areas in
your financial lives that require attention and persistent in our endeavour to address them to your
satisfaction.
Discipline
Warren Buffet has been paraphrased many times as saying ‘it only takes two things to succeed, first having
a reasonable plan and second sticking to it’. In our many years of experience, it is evident that the second
half of this equation is the most difficult to execute. Of course, plans need to be modified to suit changing
circumstances as necessary. However, fundamental objectives and strategies should endure and this is one
area where we can be the most valuable.
Financial Interpreter & Filter
Unfortunately, it can be easy to interpret information as knowledge. In a world with a vast and growing
amount of financial information, commentary and opinion at our fingertips, we can serve as a resource to
help you turn that information into knowledge. More importantly, we can then help you assess its context
and relevance to your situation through the filter of your Vision of Financial Success™.
The 20,000 Foot View
Often, some of the biggest efficiencies we can deliver result from an analysis of the interaction and
integration of the various pieces of your financial landscape. By first stepping back to view your overall
situation from a high level, we can help to ensure you have the proper structures in place to facilitate the
use of available strategies and solutions to your maximum advantage.
Professional Network
We have developed an excellent network of professionals in accounting, law, property insurance and other
areas to ensure that all of your financial needs can be addressed with continuity of plan and under our
guidance if you so desire.

